German Curriculum overview
(Currently we are delivering the new A-Level Course)
Key Stage 5 - Year 12
Term 1: Social Issues and Trends
Aspects of German Speaking Society
 Changing state of the family (Family relationships, partnerships and marriage, family structures)
The Digital World
 Internet / social networks / the digital society
Youth culture
 Fashion, trends, music and TV
Term 1: Multiculturalism in German speaking society
Immigration
 Reasons for migration; advantages and disadvantages; immigration policies
Integration
 Integration policies and obstacles encountered; experiences of different migrant groups
Racism
 Victims; origins of racism; battle against racism.
Term 3: Political and Artistic Culture
Artistic culture in the German-speaking world
 Festivals and traditions in different regions; roots and origins; social and economic significance
 Art and architecture – past, present, future
 Cultural life in Berlin (past and present)
Year 13
Term 1: Political and Artistic Culture
Artistic culture in the German-speaking world
 Festivals and traditions in different regions; roots and origins; social and economic significance
 Art and architecture – past, present, future
 Cultural life in Berlin (past and present)

Term 2: Aspects of Political Life in the German Speaking World
Germany and the European Union
 Germany’s role in Europe; pros and cons of the EU for Germany; Consequences of the EU for Germany
Politics and Youth
 Political engagement of young people; key aspects of youth policies; values and ideals
German reunification and its consequences
 The Peaceful Revolution of the GDR; Reunification – desire and reality; culture and identity of old and
new federal states.

Term 3:


Revision

Years 12 & 13
Works
During the 2 year A-Level course alongside the above themes students will study 2 works:
 Zonenkinder by Jana Hensel (Literary Text)
 Goodbye, Lenin! Wolfgang Becker (Film, 2003)
Individual Research Project
At the end of Year 12 students must identify a subject or key question which is of interest to them relating to a
country where German is spoken and product a project which must be completed by the end of the first half of
Term 2 of year 13. They must select relevant information in German from a range of sources, including the
internet.


AIM: Develop Research Skills; demonstrate ability to initiate and conduct their findings in order to
present and discuss them in the speaking exam.

(Students may choose a subject linked to one of the themes/sub-themes OR to one of the works, but they must not
base their research on the same literary text or film they refer to in their written assessment. All students must
choose a different subject for their research; they may choose the same general subject area, but they title of their
research and their approach must be different).

